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niña y señora
Girl and Lady, is the title of a song of the genus " sauce " performed by the Orchestra of Tito bridge, singing Frankie
Figueroa and in any opportunity as singer invited was Ismael Miranda.

niñito
Little boy and little girl: diminutives of boy and girl.

niño dios
In the Catholic religion and other religions, the child God is Jesús of Nazareth made child, very remembered every year
at Christmas time, especially on 24 and 25 December, the second as the date of his birth according to the popular belief,
( the Bible says it ) and the first to be Eve. In some countries is still made you believe children than toys and the child
God brings bonuses that are on December 25.

niño lactante
An infant child is that baby is still fed with breast milk.

niño rata
A rat boy is a young man who seeks to appear rude by shouts, insults and genaral hostile, rude and aggressive
behavior.

niño wayú
A child wayu is a child that belongs to this indigenous community inhabiting the peninsula of la Guajira in Colombia.
Wayu community speaks Spanish language, their native language which is also called wayu.

nit
Nit is short for Tax Identification Number .  In Colombia, the Nit is a unique number that serves to identify each of the
companies in the different tax issues.

nivico
A Nivico branded transistor radio was a very popular radio receiver in the 1960s and 1970s.  As main features it was
provided with a single speaker and three bands (short wave, medium wave and long wave)

nínive
It is written correctly, is pronounced with the accent on the first syllable ( 41 ninive;.

no 1
No.  1 , is the abbreviation for number 1 (number one).  It refers to that person or thing that precedes the others of its
kind in order, time, place, situation, class or hierarchy. 

no estar bien del tarro
It is to be a person very bad head. It is a mental state in which the person may suffer transient loss of memory or
difilcutad to remember; You can also have frequent slip.



no frost
It is an English expression that in Spanish is translated: without Frost, and that refers to a refrigeration system that does
not allow the formation of frost in refrigerators, freezers, refrigerators, refrigerators, etc.

no hay buey
No ox: is a colloquial expression used in the coast of Colombia to indicate that there is no problem, or that there is no
obstacle or impediment to do something: " we can get out?  "   "Yes. Come on, there are no ox!  "

no hay moros en la costa
In the colloquial language when someone launches this expression, it means there is no onlookers at the site, which can
be reached without any problems.

no hay pedo
" There are no fart " is an expression commonly used in Mexico, means: no problem, everything is okay, everything is
under control.

no más
Nothing else, only.

no obstante
However: even if, even though, despite a, despite.

no quedar ni los rabos
Not be nothing at all: "The sale was so good that were not or tails "!

no saber por dónde va tabla
Know nothing about a subject: 'Eduardo is clueless, don't know where you table '   ( 41 colloquial expression;.

no tener ni pies ni cabeza
1. be something absurd or devoid of any logic or reasoning, does not make sense. 2. do not have handle a thing, have
no Foundation, have no basis.

no tener pelos en la lengua
Speaking bluntly, speaking front, telling it like it is. Call bread, bread and wine, wine.

noche buena
good night is incorrectly written, and should be written as " Christmas Eve " being its meaning: is known as Christmas
Eve night of December 24 ( from 6:00 P.M. to 12:00 M.N.  ) He is known by that name as the night that precedes the
birth of Jesús of Nazareth.

noche vieja
Old Night, or better New Year's Eve, is the last night of the year, that is, the night of December 31. 



nochebuena
Christmas Eve is the evening of December 24, the eve of the birth of Jesus.

nochecita
Little Night : 1- Diminutive at night .   2- Twilight time when the night is about to begin (between 6 : 00 and 6 : 30 PM ) . 

nocheros
The nocheros, also called bedside tables, are two small tables that are located on either side of the bed, specifically on
the side of the head.

nochevieja
It is known as "New Year's Eve" on the last night of the year, that is, on the night of December 31. 

noé
Noah is a very famous biblical character because according to the account in Genesis 6: 9-22; 7:1-9, he built an ark to
save himself, his family, and a couple from every animal from the universal flood. 

nogales
Los Nogales is the name of a neighborhood in the city of Barranquilla, Colombia; is located in the northern part of the
city. 

nojoda
Nojoda is a word widely used in popular slang, sometimes to denote anger, other times to denote surprise.  In the paisa
region in Colombia they say "don't". 

nojoñas
It may be a synonym for "nojoñe". 

nojoñe
Nojoñe is a word used in some areas of the Colombian Caribbean Coast, replacing "nojoda" and "nofriegue". 

nojoñe
Nojone is a word used in some areas of the Colombian Caribbean coast, replacing nojoda and nofriegue.

nombre artístico
The stage name is a pseudonym used by an artist or a personality, in order to protect their own identity, or as in the
case of singers and musicians, to replace the name of birth is when little striking.

nombre de pila
First name: ( refers to the baptismal ) It is the real name of an artist who is better known by a stage name or pseudonym.
For example, the name of the Mexican singer Juan Gabriel is Alberto Aguilera Valadéz.

nombre de pilas



name of battery is incorrectly written and it should be written as "first name" being its meaning:<br>The name is the
proper name of a person, which was named in the baptismal font when I was a child. Some personalities, singers and
musicians are better known by her stage name.

nombre técnico o científico de arepera
The scientific name of arepera is a lesbian.  It is believed that the denomination of arepera in colloquial language,
originated by the fact that in some regions the vagina to give "arepa" vulgar name.

nomeolvides
It is known as forget-me-nots to a bracelet which is carried as an embellishment and which usually are engraved initials
or a date, or both.

noquear
Knock.    1- Leaving someone out of combat, leaving them unconscious or very hurt.    2- In popular jargon, leave
something or someone very affected.  Example: "Covid-19 knocked out many people." 

norcoreano
North Korean : 1- Gentilite of people born in North Korea .   2- Belonging to or relating to North Korea, Asian country.

normalistas
Fearfully: Normalista Plural. A normalista is a student who attends a normal school.

norteño
Norteño (ña ) 1- Belonging or related to the north .    2- It is located in the north of a country, of a region, of a state or
department, etc.    3- Person residing in the north of a continent, of a region, of a country, etc.

nortesantandereano
Nortesantandereano ( na ) is the gentiliof people born in the department of Norte de Santander, in Colombia

nosequiencito
Nosequiencito, is a word that is used when you want to be referred to someone who is not known.

nostalgea
The correct writing of this word is nostalgia.  It is a feeling of sadness or grief that accompanies the memory of times,
people or places dear.  The form "nostalgea" is pronounced by Nelson Ned, perhaps due to lack of knowledge, in the
song let me if I'm crying: "if they see me I'm crying is that I'm passing the nostalgea now living alone in my."  .  . "

not having money
English phrase that translates in Spanish: living without money ( not having money ).

nota crédito
It is known as "credit note" that bank movement in which a deposit, a transfer or a credit to a savings or current account
is made.  Antonym : debit note. 



nota débito
It is known as a debit note that bank movement in which a withdrawal is made by card, with a checkbook or with a check
from a savings or checking account.  Antonym : credit note . 

notebook
Notebook: English word which in Spanish translates: portable computer. Synonym: 40 Laptop; in English ).

notero
Idolized: (and journalist) 1 - journalist who writes notes.   2. a person who takes or write notes.

noticiario
Newsletter: News radio or television program in which they are transmitted.

noticiononón
A noticiononon is a news bomb, news that caused a great commotion.

noticolor
In Colombia, back in 1978 when television was black and white, the Noticolor Newscast was the first tele-newscast and
program in general to broadcast its color signal.  This tele-notification was broadcast at 9 : 00 P . M.  , and after a few
years stopped issuing his signal to make way for the News of the Night, which also disappeared and was replaced by
the National News.  At that time in Colombia there were only two television channels: network 1 and channel 2.  Cable
television had not yet been implemented, let alone satellite television. 

notificador en derecho
The notifier, ra, is the person who notifies, at first instance demanded parties, about the beginning of a process against
her. In addition, it is responsible for notifying defendants, as well as to the parties involved in the process, about the
decisions or court judgments handed down by the judge.

notimóvil
A newsmobile is a small vehicle (usually a van) in which a journalist or several news journalists are mobilized, ready to
report via telephone or satellite any news event. 

novatada
Hazing: f. 1 - annoying or a little heavy joke making fellow newly admitted students of certain schools or academies. 2.
own a rookie in any action.

nove
Nove, is a term of Portuguese origin that in Spanish translates : nine. 

novela de vaqueros
Jeans novel or novel of the West, is a novel or cartoon chronicling the adventures and vicissitudes of some characters of
the American West legendary: the sheriff, Bandit, outlaw or gunman; the hero, the gambler, the ranchers, Indians,
Mexicans, glad the saloon girls. In these cartoons may not miss the cattle, sheep and diligence.



novelista
Person who writes novels. 

novelón
Novel : 1- Augmentative novel .   2- Very extensive novel, low quality, which has a complicated plot and usually presents
dramatic facts.   3- Extraordinary event that seems fictional. 

novena de aguinaldos
The novena of aguinaldos, also called the novena of Christmas is a Catholic celebration in which the child God is prayed
and praised with songs.  This celebration takes place for nine nights in a row, starting on December 16 and ending on
Christmas Eve (December 24), on this last night gifts or bonuses are given to the children attending this celebration. 

novena de navidad
The Christmas novena, also called ninth of bonuses is a Catholic celebration which is prayed and praises with singing to
the baby Jesus. This celebration takes place for nine consecutive nights, starting on December 16 and ending on
Christmas Eve 40th; December 24 ) on this last night gifts or bonuses are given to children attending.

noviecito
Diminutive boyfriend, sometimes used in derogatory form.

novillada
Novillada ( f .  ) 1- Set of steers.   2- Bullfight in which steers are fought. 

novillero
Novillero (and novillera) .     1- Person who takes care of steers.   2- Person who deals with steers.   3- Person who
knows about steers. 

nube de algodón
The cotton cloud, also called cotton candy is a treat formed by a series of threads of melted sugar, which resemble a
cotton ball, and which are entangled around a stick. 

nueva criatura
This expression is very utizada by Evangelical Christians, refers to a person who after having been in bad steps and
lead disordered lives, is integrated into this religious sect, is enshrined and is baptized in it. They emphasize that now it
is " new creature ". This maxim is taken from the biblical passage in Corinthians 5:17, which says in the letter: " so if
anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature; old things are passed away; Here are all new ".

nueva criatura
This is an expression used by Evangelical Christians, refers to a person who after having been in bad steps and lead
disordered lives, joined this religious sect, is enshrined and is baptized in it. They emphasize that from that moment that
person is a " new creature ". This maxim is taken from the biblical passage in Corinthians 5:17, which says in the letter: "
so if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature; old things are passed away; Here are all new ".

nueva españa
Name given to Mexico by Hernán Cortes, at the time of its discovery and conquest.



nuevecito
Diminutive of new.

nuevo estadio
In Colombia, "Nuevo Estadio" was the name of a sports weekly specializing in football.  Nationally circulated, this sports
newspaper appeared every Monday.  As always happened, this weekly competition came out, it was the weekly "Balón",
which was also of national circulation, and like New Stadium, appeared on Mondays. 

nuevo milenio
New Millennium.    1- Name of a neighborhood in the municipality of Soledad, in the Atlantic department in Colombia.    
2- Name of a neighborhood in the city of Montería, in Colombia.  

nuevo siglo
El Nuevo Siglo is a newspaper of national circulation in Colombia; it was founded on February 1, 1936. 

nuevo sol
Nuevo Sol, is the name of the currency unit of Peru.  This coin was previously called simply "Sun".

nugget
Nugget: ( 41 English term;  It is a food consisting of a paste of chicken which is coated with a batter or breadcrumbs, first
cooked then frying it in oil; also you can bake.

numerólogo
Numerologist (ga): someone expert in numerology.

nunca jamás
Indicated in emphatic or intense manner that something may not happen or will not be at any time or any time. Although
it is redundancy to say never again, this expression is accepted and very used in Spanish.

nunes
Nunes, is a surname of unknown origin.  It is believed that it may have been derived from the surname Núñez .

número nueve
In football, number 9 is the front center, also called the attacking center.  Its main function is to score goals.  It must be a
good gambeteador, good head, skillful with the ball and fast.

número once
In football, until some years ago, marked with the number eleven player was left pointer.

número tres
Three (3) is the number that follows two (2) and precedes four (4). 

número uno



In football, the player that a team is marked with the number one is the Archer.

n¿mica
n mica is incorrectly written and should be written as "mimicry" being its meaning:?<br>Mimicry: f. art imitate or be
expressed through gestures, gestures and body movements.

ñeque
1: In the savannas of Sucre and Cordoba in Colombia called neque an intoxicating drink of homemade, which is
produced from the traditional fermentation of the juice or sugar water: my grandfather got drunk with a bottle of neque. 2:
In the same region is known as neque a wild animal or mount similar to the pig, larger than a rabbit, whose meat is very
popular, so it is hunted or captured in the mountainous areas.

ñerbo
Nerbo or nervo: common name given to the cartilage of the carcass, especially to the cooked leg of this vertebrate
cartilage.

ñero
Person improperly dressed, dirty, unsightly, generally an inhabitant of the street.

ñero
" Nero " It is companion aphaeresis, used in some regions of America.

ñiño
Boy and girl: ( colloquial ) It is even more loving to say boy and girl.

ñoño
Nono is the nickname that the son of Lord Bradshaw, in the television series is known the Guy for eight. It's a last kilo
boy, friend of the Guy.

o globo
O Globo ( El Globo ) is a morning newspaper in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  It began circulating on July 29, 1925. 

obesidad mórbida
Severe obesity or morbid obesity is the most feared form of overweight as well as being the cause of various diseases,
can lead to disability handicap and problems of social exclusion, all motivated by the overweight.

objeto inanimado
An object that has no motion, which has no life.

obra negra
A construction in work Black is one that only has the structure Basic, without finishing. For example, when is says that a
House is in work Black wants to tell that not has heaven satin, that them walls not are empanetadas, that them flats not
are of tile or ceramic and that or the kitchen or the bathroom are plated.



obradera
In some countries, diarrhea is called obradera in colloquial language.  In Colombia they also call it "curso", especially
when bowel movements are very frequent and liquid.  When an adult or child has this condition, they are said to be
"loose."  . 

obstetricia y ginecología
They are the branches of medicine that specialize, the first, in the care of women during pregnancy and childbirth, and
the second, in the female genital tract and its conditions. 

obstetricia y ginecología
They are the branches of medicine that specialize, the first, in the care of women during pregnancy and childbirth, and
the second, in the female genital tract and its conditions. 

ocañero
Ocañero: (and Ocañera) person born in the municipality of Norte de Santander, in Colombia.

occidental
1- Belonging or relative to the West.   2- From the countries of the West or related to them. 

ochomesino
Ochomesino and ochomesina: ( adjs.  ) It applied to the boy or girl who was born eight months after having been
engendered.

ococial
Ococial: m. In Peru, sunk, and humid land with some vegetation.

octanage
widely grade is incorrectly written, and should be written as "octane" being its meaning:<br>Percentage of octane
containing gasoline.

odontopediatría
The Pediatric Dentistry is the branch of dentistry responsible to assess and treat children.

odontólogo
In contrast to a dentist, the dentist or dentist is person who has adequate scientific training to serve as such, for
completing all studies, practices and training, and have received the respective degree issued by a recognized
University.

oea
OAS: They are the initials of the Organization of American States.

ofertazo
An ofertazo is a very good offer, a great offer. This word is very used by them establishments commercial and
warehouses of chain, precisely to inform that there is a great offer or promotion in course.



oficio divino
Divine office: Liturgy, liturgy of the hours, religious, prayer.

ofni
hophni is incorrectly written, and should be written as "UFO" being its meaning:<br>O.V.N.I.: Stands for unidentified
flying object.

ofuscarse
Obfuscate is: ( v. pron.   )  Lose a person temporarily and for any reason, the understanding and the ability to reason or
to be equipped with clarity of things.

oh yeah
It is a phrase that translates in Spanish: oh yes.

oh, my gog!
English expression which in Spanish means Oh my God!

ojazos
Eyes large, expressive and beautiful.

ojillos
He is known as the eyelet to the set of holes that have some shoes, where the cord enters. 2: Set of holes that has a
belt.

ojo de pescado
Fish eye: small benign lump of skin, whose scientific name is viral wart or Verruca Vulgaris, which is eradicated through
an outpatient procedure cautery doing a dermatologist or a general practitioner.

ojo seco
According to popular belief, " 34 dry eye;  or evil eye, was a disease, characterised by high fever, arising in a baby that
was watched carefully by a person who supposedly had " look strong ". This theory has been rejected consistently by
science and medicine.

ojos saltones
It is said eyes are somewhat outstanding, prominent or protruding.

ok men
OK men, is a phrase which in Spanish translates: agree man.  Some expressions such as espanglesas are used in
colloquial language: "ok my voucher"', ' ok my key "," ok mi pana ", etc.

okay
Okay is an acronym that stands for " okey " that you can abbreviate " OK " u " O.K.  " and that translated into the
Spanish means: Okay, right, okay. Used to indicate conformity in situations where you want to confirm, approve or agree
to something.



oki doki
Oki Doki is an expression that is derived from the English expression okey dokey, whose translation into Spanish is okey
( O.K.  ) and that means: correct, agree, is well, very well. It is a very used in the 60 and 70s popular slang term, and
which has several forms of writing, being the most common okay, okey dokey, okey doke and the most widely used in
several languages: " okey " is abbreviated OK.

ola
Wave, is the name by which the cell phone company Colombia Móvil was originally known, which is now called Tigo. 

oler
Smell.     ( v .  Tr.  ) 1- Perceive a smell.    2- Smell the bacon: Knowing or guessing something that was hidden. 

oler mal un asunto
Not being very clear, have many contradictions.

olé
Olé!  : 1- Interjection used to animate .   2- Olé, is the name of a newspaper from Argentina, specialized in sports and
published in Buenos Aires since 1996.

oliva
Oliva is the name of Popeye's fiancée in the television series of the same name. 

olla podrida
1-stew made with beef, chicken, pork, and otos ingredients such as vegetables and legumes.   2-way of mentioning a
situation of corruption, deceit or cheating.

olla podrida
Referred to as pot rotten to a stew prepared with different types of meats, vegetables and legumes.

ollada
Canned: (S.   F.  ) Amount of water, any other liquid or anything else that fits in that pot.

olofonía
Olofonia: f. defect of pronunciation due to an abnormality of the vocal organs.

ombligona
Woman's belly button protruding.

ombliguito
Navel : 1- Diminutive of navel .    2- Small and striking navel of a woman, which can be observed when that woman
wears a navel blouse. 

once caldas



Once Caldas is a Colombian football club, based in the city of Manizales (Caldas).  This sports club was once called
Cristal de Caldas. 

onceavo
Eleventh: ( adj.  ) That follows immediately in order to the tenth. Synonyms: eleventh and tenth first.

onda corta
Short wave is a radio frequency between 3 and 30 MHz band.   In the early days of broadcasting, in some countries the
stations transmitted in this band, so listeners from other countries could hear its signal, especially in those countries
where was not yet broadcasting.

onda tres
La Onda Tres was a tropical Colombian musical group founded and directed by musician and television presenter
Jimmy Salcedo.

ondoscopio
Measurement: m.   (FIS.  ) Device used to project the movement of the liquid waves, based on the persistence of the
visual impressions.

one for you, one for me
It is the title of a song performed by the group La Bionda. In Spanish means: one for you, one for my.

onicomicosis
Onychomycosis is a condition characterized by the appearance or presence of fungus on the nails of the hands or feet.

ontogénesis
Ontogenesis: f. (Biol.  )  Process of formation and development of being live, since the formation of the Zygote until the
individual reaches his maturity.

onu
UN: Stands for organization of United Nations, international organization that aims to promote peace in the world,
respect and dissemination of human rights, among other initiatives.

oología
Part of Zoology which deals with the eggs of birds, fish, insects and reptiles.

operación matemátetica
operation matematetica is incorrectly written and should be written as "mathematical" being its
meaning:<br>Mathematical operations are executions or maneuvers methodical and systematic calculations and
computations on bodies, numbers, data, etc., to achieve a result or a detetminado end. The operations basic of
mathematics are: sum, subtraction, multiplication and division.

operación tortuga
Rhythm and speed of work extremely slow that is carry to out from the workers of an office public or private due to a



protest labor, or as prelude to a stop or strike.

operadores de radios transmisores
Radio-Operadores.

operción retorno
operating return is incorrectly written and should write it as "operation return" being its meaning:<br>The return
operation is the name given to the police device that is deployed on the roads at the entrance of the cities, after a long
weekend, at the beginning of which have left many city vehicles. The device aims, on the one hand to monitor, control
and report to the drivers of vehicles; and on the other hand regulate vehicular traffic, which by the mass return of the
railcars, it becomes dense and complicated.

opioide
Opioids are medications used to treat, relieve or control acute pain.

optra
The chevrolet optra is a sedán line car manufactured by the automotive company Chevrolet. 

oración con haya
A sentence with there could be, for example: "I hope that the presentation has been like ".

oral braces
Braces oral or oral brakes: English voice which in Spanish translates: brakes or mouth braces. We must note that some
people are wrong and called ' 39 brackets; with these devices, perhaps because of the similarity in writing.   'Bracket '
actually means 'Support ' and the plural is in brackets.

ordenador de sobremesa
Desktop: is a personal computer (41 PC; designed to be placed on a desk or work table.  Synonyms: Desktop computer,
desktop computer.

oreamiento
Oreamiento: Aeration, aeration, oxygenation and ventilation.

orejarena
Orejarena is a surname of unknown and uncommon origin that can be found in some South American countries.

orégano
Oregano, is the name of an aromatic herbaceous plant, which is used as a condiment and to which medicinal properties
are also attributed. 

organismo anaerobio
It is a micro-organism or bacteria that can live and develop in extreme conditions: without air and especially without
oxygen. Synonyms: Extremophilic Bacteria, anaerobic microorganism.



orgasmo clitoridiano
It is the orgasm that a woman may experience when it is stimulated directly on the clitoris, either with the lips and
tongue, or when the Glans of the penis is gently rubbed over the very structure of the clitoris.  Synonym: Orgasm clitoral.

orgásmico
Orgasmisco: (adj.  ) Orgasm or related.  Examples: Disorder Orgasmic, Orgasmic moan.

orietta
Orietta, is a female name of Italian origin, who has been Spanish form as Orieta. Is loving, selfless and original.

origen de la palabra cacahuate
Import a peanut: not matter to a person or in minimum grade one thing. This expression originates from the colloquial
language and has meaning equal to import a cumin or import a damn.

origen de yuslady
Yuslady: Feminine proper name that comes from the feminine name of Colombian origin Yuleidy, which in turn comes
from the way to pronounce in English your lady ( your 41 Lady;. Other variants: Yusleidy, Yoleidy, Yuleidis. Most of the
women with those names are original, talented, kind, sensitive and intelligent.

origen del nombre maikol
The name male Mike Michael originates by the pronunciation of the English male name. Thus the things, Mike is the
Spanish form of Michael.

orinar fuera del tiesto
Colloquial expression. Do something inappropriate.

orita
Orita: Apheresis of right now, which in turn is the diminutive form of now. The word " orita " It is used in countries such
as Mexico.

orito
Orito is a municipality located in the Department of Putumayo in Colombia.  Population: 55. 000 inhabitants.

oriza
Oriza: Popular song genre " salsa " interpreted by the singer Erny August with the Orchestra the conspiracy: Ricardo
Ray playing their 34 has already begun; jala jala " then came Ray Barreto playing " pace of bullet " and then Willie Colón
playing " cheche colé "  and time comes the conspiracy playing " oriza 34, " oriza " oh, oh, " oriza 34, " " " oriza oriza "
oh, oh, " 34 oriza;...

orín
Orin: Name with which is also known the urine.

orkestra
The correct word is "orchestra", it is an English language that is translated: orchestra.



oro negro
It is the name with which is also known oil.

orquestar
orchestrate.     ( v .   Tr.  ) Organize or concoct a conspiracy . 

otan
NATO ( O . T. To. N.  ) stands for North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

otrora
Once: In the past, in the past, in an earlier time.

oua
O U. A.: ( organization of African 41 unit;. Body of political, economic and social character created as a result of
conferences of Lagos and Addis Ababa, which brings together most of the African countries.

our
Our: English word which in Spanish translates: our.

outlet
An outlet is an establishment or commercial center specializing in the sale of a wide variety of products at promotional
prices.

oveja negra
A person who, in a respectable and honorable family adopt conduct contrary to these principles.  Synonym: lost sheep.

ovejas
Sheep, is the name of a municipality of Colombia, located in the department of Sucre, 50 kilometers from Sincelejo the
capital of said department. 

ovogénesis
Oogenesis: f. (Biol.  ) Process of formation of the egg or female gametes from a germ cell of the ovary.

ox
Ox , is an English word that in Spanish translates : ox . 

oxidrilo
Hydroxyl: m.   (Quim.  ) Radical monovalent formed by the union of an oxygen atom and a hydrogen ( OH ). It is part of
the molecule of all alcohols.

oxiluciferina
Oxiluciferina: f. luminescent, substance responsible for luminosity presenting certain organisms ( fish, bacteria, etc )
produced by oxidation of the Lucifer under the action of a specific enzyme called luciferase.



oximetría
Pulse oximetry is a study that involves placing a small device at the tip of your fingers to measure your blood's oxygen
level.

oxitocina
Oxytocin is a drug that has the property of causing uterine contractions to be supplied by intramuscular or intravenous,
which is used in some cases to induce childbirth.

oy, oy, oy
It's the sound that mimics the pig's voice. 

oye!
Hey! : Interjection, used to draw attention or reprimanding a child who is making mischief: " Hey! Stay still!

ómicron
Omicron : ( f .  ) 1- Name of the fifteenth letter of the Greek alphabet.    2 - It is the name given to it by the World Health
Organization (O.  M .  S.  ) to the new variant of the coronavirus. 

ómnibus
Bus: ( m.   ) Large capacity vehicle for public transport of passengers.

órale
Word used in Mexico, which is to say: hurry you, come on hand!

óvulo
Egg : ( s .  M.  ) 1- Female reproductive cell that forms in the ovary and that once fertilized by sperm gives rise to the
embryo.    2- Medication that has a shape similar to a small egg, which is used as a method of contraception for women.
 3- Medication that has a small egg-like shape, used to prevent and cure a type of vaginal infection.

p d
PS is the abbreviation of the word PostScript.

p m
PM: Initials of past Meridian ( after noon ) covers the period of time that goes from 12:01 noon until 11:59 pm.

p m
PM: Abbreviation of military police.

pa ella
PA it is incorrectly written, and should be written as "paella" being its meaning:<br>Paella: f. dish of dry rice, meat,
vegetables, etc., very common in the Valencia region in Spain.

pa las que sean



" PA '' where is ". It is an expression used in the paisa, in Colombia region. It refers to the situation where someone will
willing to be in order to achieve an objective.

pa&#39; encima!
It is an interjection meaning: forward, hurry up and everything!

pa&#39; las que sea
PA' which is, it is an expression that even though it has a grammatical error is used in some regions of Colombia, and to
say that something will take place whatever happens, whatever it is.

pabellonero
Pavilion ( ra ) .    Person who cares for or guards a pavilion. 

pabla
Pabla, is a rare female proper name.  It could have been derived from the male proper name Paul.  Sometimes it is used
to mention a woman whose name is not known or not. 

pablito
Pablito: Form loving call or refer to Paul.

pablín
Pablin: It is colloquially called Paul.

pachanga
Pachanga : ( female noun ) Party noisy, usually with music, dancing, intoxicating drinks and food.

pachanguero
Pachanguero: adj. retired. Person who like the pachanga, the revelry.

pachanguero
Pachanguero: adj. retired. Person who like the pachanga, the revelry.

pachito
Pachito is the diminutive of Pacho which in turn is the affectionate call or refer to Francisco.

pachoncito
Pachoncito ( or best, Pachito ): diminutive of Pacho that has its time is the way loving of call or refer are to Francisco.

pachorriento
Pachorriento, ta: ( adj.  ) Slow, unhurried, late. Synonym: Pachorrudo.

paciente covid



A covid patient is one who has tested positive for COVID-19, indicating that he or she is infected with SARS-CoV-2
which is the virus that causes coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19). 

paciente obeso
It is that patient who suffers from obesity or morbid obesity. 

paciente terminal
A terminal patient is the patient who suffers from a disease and that is located in the terminal or final stage of it, without
hope or possibility of recovery, either because no specific cure is known to the condition that presents or because the
critical and advanced state of the disease does not allow any improvement.

pacito
Pacito is aphaeresis of slowly, which in turn is the diminutive form of slowly.

padre biológico
A biological parent is one who begets a son by outside marriage or without being married to the mother of the child, and
for some reason does not recognize it. If the child is adopted and legally registered by another man and another woman,
they will be on their legitimate parents, so they are not married.

padre nuestro
Our father or Lord's prayer: prayer taught by Nazareth Jesús, which contains the seven most important petitions that
exist.

padrenuestro
Our Father or also Our Father, is a prayer taught by Jesus of Nazareth, and containing the seven most important
petitions that exist. 

padrísimo
Cool, ma: in Mexico, is something that is very good, which is very nice: "That dress looks great " on you. Colombia says
" the whores ".

paella mixta
It is the paella which is prepared with meat of chicken, beef, seafood, meat, duck, rabbit, etc.

pagamonedas
A coin-paying machine, also known as a slot machine or slot machine, is a device or gaming machine that works with
coins. 

pagar como queso
This expression in the colloquial language means: pay something in a delayed manner and in small installments.

pagarés
Notes: (Plural of promissory note ). A promissory note is a document by which a person undertakes to pay a sum of
money on a certain date.



pago contra entrega
Payment on delivery is the payment that a person does when you get a commodity or product that has been sent to you
through a courier company. The receipt of the product and payment thereof may be at the headquarters of the company
or in the domicile of the buyer.

pailas
The word " pailas " It is used in some regions of Colombia to indicate that something is wrong. Also used when a person
is in trouble or in a critical situation, or when there is a negative response to a claim or desire.

pailitas
Pailitas is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of Cesar.  It has a population of 12. 000
inhabitants.

paisajista
Landscaper ( adj .  M.  and f.  ) Artist who draws or paints landscapes.

paisanidad
The paisanidad is the quality, the character and the spirit of the people born in the region paisa in Colombia. This region
includes the departments of Antioquia, Risaralda and Caldas.

paisita
Andrea: Diminutive of paisa, a person born in the region of the old Caldas, in Colombia. This region comprises the
departments of Antioquia, Risaralda and Caldas.

pajarero
Bird (ra ) 1- Relative to birds .   2- Person who breeds birds and trades with them.

pajazo
Colloquially referred to as " download " to the action of masturbation or masturbation is.

pajazo mental
In colloquial language, a mental straw is something like a fantasy, a false feeling or pleasurable illusion of something
that doesn't really exist, or is not happening and is never going to happen, and that only exists in a person's mind.

pajero
Pajero (ra ) 1- In Nicaragua and other Central American countries, plumber, plumber.   2- Person carrying straw from
one place to another.   3- Person who masturbates or masturbates .   4-Person who has a habit of lying.

pajonal
Pajonal : ( m .  ) Site populated with herbs .

pajudo
Pajudo (and pajuda) Person who is a liar.



palabra de gallero
Word of the man or woman who does not lie. To comply with what it promises.

palabra de grueso calibre
Profane word.  Synonyms: Curse, swear word.

palabra sucia
A dirty word is a word that is profane, vulgar, obscene; It is a word of heavy-gauge.

palabras casi no escuchadas
Words in disuse.

palabrota
Expletive: f. superlative of the word.

palabrota
Expletive: f. Word or expression profane or thick gauge.

palacios
Palacios is a surname of Spanish origin.  It may have been derived from another surname, also of Spanish origin:
Palacio. 

palada
Palada ( s .   female ) .     A portion of sand, debris or any other matter that fits on a shovel. 

palada
Palada ( s .   female ) .     A portion of sand, debris or any other matter that fits on a shovel. 

palatina
The inner surface of Palatine, also known as lingual surface, is the face of the tooth facing the inside of the mouth, i.e.
towards the language.

palazo
Palazo: m. beat given with a shovel.

palazo
Palazo: m. hit with a stick.

palenquerita
Palenquerita: 1 - diminutive of palenquera, which is the female born in San Basilio de Palenque in the Department of
Bolivar in Colombia.   2 girl or teenager born in this population of Colombia.   3. name of a Colombian folklore song,
performed by Rufus Garrido.



palenquero
Palenquero and palanquera: person born in the municipality of San Basilio de Palenque, in the Department of Bolivar in
Colombia.

palermo
Palermo.    1- It is an Italian city, capital of the autonomous region of Sicily.   2- It is a municipality of Colombia, located
in the department of Huila, which has a population of approximately 34 . 000 inhabitants.   3- It is a correction of the
municipality of Sitio Nuevo, in the Magdalena department in Colombia.    4- It is the surname of an Argentine
ex-footballer who served as a central attacker; its full name is Martín Palermo . 

palero
Drainer ( and palera )  It is an adjective that applies to that person cheat and deceiver, that always takes advantage of
entrusted or unwary people to scam them, in the colloquial language or as they say colloquially: " to give stick ".

paleta
In Colombia a palette is an ice cream that is sold in ice cream parlors, and is also distributed in the streets in about " 34
carts; so-called carts of pallets, which are pushed by people who will be ringing a Bell to draw the attention of the
children. There goes the popular phrase " long Ding Ding and no pallets " to refer to a person who speaks a lot and does
not act.

paliducho
Palisander, cha: person who has bad appearance and color. Pale, yellowish.

palito
In Venezuela, he is called " stick " and " stick " a drink of brandy.

paliza
Beating : ( s .    f .  ) 1- Beating, zurra, mute, especially when a stick or any other blunt object is used to inflict
punishment.   2- In football, a goal that tips one team to another in a match. 

palma
Palm: ( feminine noun ) 1. the Palm tree.  2 the palm leaf that hats, baskets and other objects are made.

palmarino
Palmarino : ( and palmarina ) Persona born in the municipality of Palmar de Varela, in the department of Atlantic in
Colombia.

palmetada
Palmetada: ( s. (f).   ) Hit with the Palm of the hand.

palmezano
Palmezano is a surname of Spanish origin. 

palmicultor



Palmicultor and palmicultora: person's is dedicated to the cultivation of Palm.

palmireña
Palmireña : Woman born in Palmira, in the department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia.

palmitero
Palmitero and palmitera: person born in the municipality of Los Palmitos, in the Department of Sucre in Colombia,
located twenty minutes from Sincelejo, the capital of the Department.

palos de la frontera
Palos de la Frontera, is the name of a city of Spain, located in the province of Huelva.  Population: 12. 000 inhabitants
approximately.

palote de amasar
1.-rolling pin rolling pin, also called rolling pin, is a tool of bakery, between 30 and 50 centimeters in length, cylindrical in
shape, that is used by the Baker ( ra ) in the preparation of the flour to make bread.

palquero
Palquero and palquera: businessman or businesswoman located boxes in the avenues through which carry out different
events of the Carnival in Barranquilla, Colombia.

pambelé
Antonio Cervantes " Kid Pambelé " It is a Colombian ex-Boxer born in San Basilio de Palenque in the Bolivar
department. He was world junior welterweight champion. It became sadly famous for having starred drunk several
altercations with people and journalists in public.

pan chamuco
bread chamuco is incorrectly written and it should be written as "scorched bread." being its meaning:<br>Burned or
toasted bread.

pan comido
Refers to something that is easy to do.

pan de bono
The bono bread or better pandebono, is a muffin that is made in the municipality of Dagua, in the department of Valle
del Cauca in Colombia.  Its main ingredients are: cornstarch, cassava starch, cheese and egg. 

pan de cada día
Bread of every day, makes reference to something that is looks or happens all those days. The origin of this expression
is in the part of the our father Christian prayer that says: "... give us today our daily bread...  "

pan de vida
The bread of life, also known as daily bread or our daily bread, is the bread mentioned in several biblical passages, and
in the prayer of the Catholic Mass known as the Lord's Prayer, in which the following request is made to God: "  .  .  give



us our daily bread today.  .  . "

pan pan
It is an onomatopoeic expression which imitates the sound of two slaps, and which is said to a bebecita or a little baby
as deterrent so you stay still or stop doing any mischief: " If you touch that I give you bread bread ".

pandearse
SAG: SAG something or someone, bend, twist, curving body.

pandebono
Pandebono or bread de bono is a bread roll that is made mainly in the municipality of Dagua, in the department of Valle
del Cauca in Colombia.  Its main ingredients are: corn starch, cassava starch, cheese and egg.

panderito
Panderito: ( m.  ) Small bread made of cassava starch, clear egg, sugar, among other ingredients.

panelada
In Colombia, a panelada is a delicious serving of panela water served in a large glass or jug. 

panhispánico
Pan-Hispanic: ca: belonging or pertaining to all peoples who speak the Spanish language.

panocha
A panocha is a bread shaped like a medium pie, carrying inside added grated cheese.

panochón
Panochon : 1- Panocha booster .   2- A panoch is a large panocha.

pantalla chica
It is the name with which is also known television.

pantallar
Display : ( v .   Int.  ) 1- Show off, flaunt.  2- Show yourself someone flaunting something. 

pantallazo
Screenshot: m. image taken by the computer to be seen on the monitor. 2 image taken by the smartphone and which
can be seen on the screen.

pantallazo
Screenshot: m. beat given with a screen or monitor.

pantaloncito caliente



In the colloquial language, a hot 34 " panties; It is a short, i.e., women's shorts, garment is very sensual.

pantalón caliente
Best, hot panties. It is a short, a short woman's pantalocito, it is a very sensual female outer garment.

pantalón tubito
A tube is pants, narrow boot, which is a little tight and you can do look thin and long legs.

pantie
Pantie (pronounced penti), is an English word that in Spanish translates panty.  This English word has been castilian as
panti, and is a sensual feminine underwear. 

panties
Panties: (Plural ) m. and f. A pantie, pantyhose or panty, also known as thong or braga, is a female sensual inner
garment. It is a noun, masculine and feminine, so it is common to say: panty hose, or the panty. You can also be
pronounced in singular or in plural: panty hose, the tights or the tights.

pantimedia
Pantyhose: ( Plural ) Female inner garment which covers the feet, legs and all around these waist.

pantimedias
The pantyhose, panty-medias, or media-pantalon, is a type of female inner garment which covers the feet, legs and part
of the waist.

pantiprotector
A pantiprotector, also known as sanitary towel, pad or female towel is absorbent worn by women during the menstrual
period or in cases where it is necessary to absorb a fluid or vaginal discharge.

panty
Panty: English word that comes from the French 40 pants; No tilde ) that in turn he took her Italian pantaleone. A panty
is a female sensual inner garment. You can write panty, pantyhose and pantie; male and female ( panty-panty ) and you
can write and speak in singular and in plural ( panty hose or the 41 tights;.

panty hose
English expression which in Spanish translates: pantyhose ( panty-media )

panty hose
English expression which in Spanish translates: pantyhose ( panty-media )

pantys amarillas
The yellow tights are the tights that some women, by superstition, December 31 before midnight. According to popular
belief, this action will provide good luck throughout the year.



panzón
Panzon (and panzona).   Person who has a large belly. 

panzudo
Panzudo (and panzuda) .   Person who has a large belly. 

pañalera
A diaper box is a medium-sized bag that is used to store and transport diapers and other items for the care, hygiene and
feeding of the baby. 

pañalitis
Diaper rash is an irritation that occurs in the crotch and the region covered by the diaper, which makes the skin of the
baby in that area becomes reddish.

paño
Cloth: m. common name given to the small stain or white dot which appears in some parts of the body, especially on the
face, much like the stain causing vitiligo but less aggressive than this.

paños menores
Referred to as cloths under the underwear.

papa bomba
A potato bomb, also called explosive potato, molotov cocktail or molotov bomb is a handcrafted explosive device.  The
name originates because this artifact usually has a large potato-like shape and size.

papaíto
Daddy, is the nickname that was known Mario Muñoz, famous drummer of the musical group known as La Sonora
Matancera.

paparazi
paparazi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "paparazzi" being its meaning:<br>Paparazzi: ( Word of Italian
origin ) Specialized press photographer to take and publish intrusive photos of famous people.

papayazo
A " papayazo " It is a great opportunity or facility that occurs to someone to do something.

papayera
A " papayera " It is a group or musical band which mainly used brass and percussion instruments, which rarely uses
voices. On the Colombian coast, music that interpret these bands is called jokingly " Letter 34 music;.

papá
Dad: Affectionate address or referral to the father.  Synonyms : Progenitor, father . 



papás
Dads are the father and mother of a person.

papeleo
Set of formalities that have to be completed to achieve an end or to solve a matter.

papelero
1- pertaining to or relating to paper or its manufacture or sale.   2- Trash (and trash).  A person who makes or sells
paper.   3- A bin is a container to throw useless papers. 

papelero
1- Pertaining to or relating to paper or its manufacture or sale.    2- Trash (and trash).   A person who makes or sells
paper.   3- A bin is a container that is used to throw useless papers. 

papero
Papero (and mumps): person who is dedicated to the cultivation of the potato.

papi
Daddy : 1- Affectionate way of children to call or refer to the father .   2 Daddy's apocope .   3- Affectionate form of the
wife or spouse to call or refer to the husband or spouse.

papicultor
Papicultor, ra: farmer who is dedicated to planting potatoes. Synonym: Potato grower.

papitis
Papitis: Excessive attachment of a child to his father.

paquete chileno
Chilean package: In Colombia, in the colloquial language, is a fraudulent maneuver that a scammer scam to an
unsuspecting, showing for instance a pack or suitcase which is supposedly full of clothes new and fine, telling you that
you need money urgently, so it is selling at a very low price. If the unwary access and delivery to the scammer
requested money, when you open the package at home, indeed, at the top you will find a new jean ( that the scammer
showed ) the rest will be clothes and old rags. Too late!

paquetigo
A paquetigo is a package of services offered by the company TIGO.  This package includes minutes and text messages
to all destinations, mobile data to browse Internet and unlimited whatsapp service when consumed contracted package.

paquirri
Francisco Rivera "Paquirri" was a Spanish bullfighter, well known for his career of almost 20 years of work and
dedication.  His death came from a bugle received on 26 September 1984.

paquito
In the colloquial language, a paquito is something like a fairy tale, a lie, a fallacy.



para
For: (Prep.  )  1 denotes usefulness, purpose or destination of an action: "The corkscrew serves, as its name implies, to
remove corks from bottles ".  2 designates the time ends or something happens: "Your dress will be ready for Thursday "
I said the seamstress.  3. with relation to: "They paid little for how much working ".  4. with the aim of: "I prepared a
dessert to give it to my mom for her birthday ".

para&#60;neras
For: (Prep.  ) 1 - denotes usefulness, purpose or destination of an action: "broom used to sweep".  2 designates the time
occurs or completes something: "your dress will be ready for Thursday," said the seamstress.  3. in relation to: "Pay little
for how much that works".

para-medico
I para-medico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "paramedical" being its meaning:<br>A paramedic is a
nurse or medical assistant who is trained and qualified to attend medical emergencies and provide first aid in case of
accidents and trauma in the pre-hospital environment following certain basic protocols. Their formation can be technical
( emergency medical technician, T.U.M.  ) Basic, intermediate or advanced level.

paraca
In the colloquial language a paraca is an exasperating.

paracorto
In baseball, the shortstop is the player occupying the position between the second and third base

parador
Parador: m. Hotel or restaurant located close to a road, usually in some remarkable town by the beauty of its
surroundings or historical or artistic significance

paragolpes
A bumper is a bumper.

paragüería
Paragony : ( s .   F.  ) Shop where umbrellas are sold.

paragüero
Umbrella stand: In Colombia, man who without being a bullfighter enters a corraleja, and with an open umbrella is
dedicated to incite or to challenge the bulls.

paragüero
Umbrella stand and paraguera: person who is dedicated to manufacture and sell umbrella.

paralisis
paralysis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "paralysis" being its meaning:<br>Paralysis: f. deprivation or
reduced sensitivity and the movement of one or more parts of the body, or only of the movement or sensation.



paramorfismo
Relationship between chemically similar substances and whose crystalline forms, although belonging to different
systems, are enough neighboring each other.

parar bolas
Stop balls: (Colloquial )  Pay attention to what a person says or instructions received from someone: "I told my sister to
not come out into the street, but it did not stop ball ".

parar las orejas
Listen carefully and sincerely, and sometimes with openly what others speak. The origin of this expression is in the
animal Kingdom, specifically on the fact that the donkey and other quadrupeds such as the bull and the horse, raised
ears when they look at something, to listen to and identify a potential hazard.

pararse en la raya
Standing on the line: staying firm in a decision someone, without changing it or modify it, very while one or more other
people suggest it is or implore.

pararse en la raya
Standing on the line: staying firm in a decision someone, without changing it or modify it, very while one or more other
people suggest it is or implore.

parasitosis
Parasitic diseases: ( f.  )  1. diseases caused by parasites. 2 invasion of parasites.

paráfrasis
Paraphrase: f. explanation or amplificativa interpretation of a text to illustrate it or make it more clear and
comprehensible.

parce
Parce: Apocope of partner.

parcerito
Parcerito is the diminutive of partner.

pared en fútbol
In football, a "wall" is a technical-tactical action that consists of sending, receiving and returning the ball to a touch
quickly between two or more players of a team, in order to overcome one or more defenders of the opposing team to
thus get dangerously close to the goal. 

pared en fútbol
In football, a "wall" is a technical-tactical action that consists of sending, receiving and returning the ball to a touch
quickly between two or more players of a team, in order to overcome one or more defenders of the opposing team to
thus get dangerously close to the goal. 



parelilla
parelilla it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "boundary wall" being its meaning:<br>It is a low wall.

parking
Parking, is an English word that in Spanish is translated : parking .

parlante bluetooth
A Bluetooth speaker is a small speaker, which paired by Bluetooth with another electronic device, is able to receive the
signal sent by this.  For example, in a Bluetooth speaker you can listen to the music played on a mobile phone, you will
only need both devices to be synchronized, and on the phone the Bluetooth option is activated.

parmesano
Parmesan ( na ) .     1- Person born in Parma, city of Italy.    2- From Parma or related to this city in Italy. 

parquedero
parquedero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "parking" being its meaning:<br>Parking: public or private
place m. intended for the parking of vehicles. Synonyms: Parking, parking. In English: Parking.

parqués
Parquet is a very popular board game in Colombia and other countries in the Americas; it is played with two dice and
sixteen chips in some cases or twenty-four chips in other cases, and two, three, four, five and even six competitors can
face each other. 

parrafear
Parrafear: (v.  Intr.  ) 1 - speaking two or more people together on a trivial subject and confidentially.   2 speaking much
and saying nothing transcendent.

parrafeo
Parrafeo: (m.  ) Effect of parrafear, chacharear and action.

parrandear
Parrandear : ( v .   Intr.  ) Going partying from one place to another. 

parrandero
Griller (and party) Person who is fond of leaving for a parsing.

parrandón
Thrifty: m. augmentative of partying.

parricida
Parricida: Person to kill to the father or the mother.

parrillera



Grill: 1 - as a noun is the woman that travelling on a motorcycle as accompanist of the driver.   2. as adjective applies to
the woman responsible for grilling foods on a grill.

parrillero
Barbecue and barbecue: person who travels as a passenger on a motorcycle. The name originated because some of
these vehicles at the end of the Chair have a structure which is similar to a grill.

parrillero
Barbecue and barbecue: person who handle food on a grill charcoal.

parrillero hombre
It is known as barbecue man to the passenger of a motorcycle driver when he is a man. When a woman is called
barbecue woman, or simply " barbecue ".

partida de bautismo
It is a certificate issued by the Catholic Church and must be signed by a parish priest, stating that a boy or girl has
received the sacrament of baptism.  In this document must appear the full name that has been assigned to that child
(with their respective surnames). 

partidazo
A great game is a football match between two teams that you are disputing the first places of a championship or League.
A great game can be compared to a derby.

partir el corazón
Cause a person a great disappointment loving in another person.

parto gemelar
It is a birth in which are born twins; they may be two babies of the same sex or a boy and a girl.

parto múltiple
The multiple birth is the one that was born more than one baby; When two babies are that are born, it receives the
synonym of twin birth.  There have been cases of multiple births in them have been born up to four babies.

parturienta
A parturient is a woman who has just passed the stage of the prepartum and childbirth, having given birth to a child
successfully, finding in the postpartum stage. In other words, a parturient is a woman who is just kidding.

pasaboca
Snacks: m. small food such as a cake, cake, piece of sausage, salami, etc, which is served at parties and social
gatherings.

pasabocas
Snacks: 1 m. - small ration of food that is consumed generally with any drink. 2. a snack can also be a cupcake, a piece
of sausage or sausage, a bit of cheese, etc., consumed quickly before a main meal or to appease hunger momentarily.



pasacaballos
Pasacaballos is a district of the city of Cartagena in Colombia, located 45 minutes from it. Its two main economic
activities are fishing and rice cultivation.

pasacintas
A bodkins radio was a radio receiver, vehicle equipment and was provided with a unit for cassette ( 41 cassette;

pasadita
1- A passage, can be the action of passing the tongue on the vaginal surface, in a quick but subtle way.    2 - Action to
rub the glans of the penis on the entrance of the vagina, slowly and subtly, which is also known as "brush" or "brush". 

pasado de copas
Be someone last night is to be drunk, very drunk for taking more than necessary.

pasado de kilos
When someone is very fat, plump, regordo or stubby, it is last kilo said.

pasado mañana
It is called "day after tomorrow" the day that follows or will follow immediately to the day of tomorrow. 

pasado meridiano
The expression "past meridian" (post meridiem) refers to the hours after noon (12:00PM). 

pasar por manteca
Exclude or leave someone out of something.

pasar por manteca
Exclude or leave someone out of something.

pasarla por inocente
Be a person of a joke the day of the Holy Innocents.

pasarse de lanza
Colloquial expression used in Mexico, and that means: go from abusive or rude. In Colombia it is equivalent to pass
pineapple.

pasarse de piña
It is a colloquial expression that means: abusing a person of confidence provided by another person, to take personal
advantage of that trust.

pase!
Pass! : Interjection, used to scare away dogs.



pase-gol
In football, a pase-gol is so precise and well directed pass that will inevitably end in goal.

paseo virtual
A virtual walk, also called a virtual tour is something like a tour through the Internet, and in which the internet user visits
multiple websites.

pasión
Passion: ( f.  ) Vehement feeling capable of mastering the will and disturb the reason. It is mainly applied to love.

pasión
Passion: f. ( 41-2; Feeling of vehement love, especially manifested in sexual desire.

paso fino
It is known as a fine gait or gait typical of some equines, characterized by the successive and alternating displacement
of its two lateral legs, producing two beats with each biped to execute the cycle or complete step in four beats.  The
characteristic sound of this step is: ca, ta, ca, ta, ca, ca, ta, ca, ca, 

pasonivel
Pasonivel, better step level: junction or intersection at the same level of different means of transport such as rail and
bus.

pastelero
Pastry and pastry: ( adjs.  ) In football and other sports, person who easily change of posture, which today is fan of a
team but tomorrow may be another.

pastilla del día después
It is a contraceptive method, " emergency " consisting of a pill or Tablet whose main component is LEVONORGESTREL
that a woman is taken the next day to have had a sexual relationship.

pastor alemán
It is a dog originating in Central Europe; it is medium-sized, ears followed, hind legs shorter than the front; it is very
intelligent so it is sometimes trained to be used as a police dog. 

pastorcito mentiroso
The " unattentive liar " It is a fable whose authorship is attributed to Aesop. According to the narration, the unattentive
had habit telling lies.

pat
Pat : 1- Sponsorship and Patrick's apocope, male proper names.   2- Affectionate way to call or refer to Sponsorship and
Patrick.

pata
In some regions they call it "pata" at the foot. 



pata caliente
In Colombia, a driver 34 leg 34 hot; also called acabacarros is that driver characterized by causing a big deterioration in
vehicle driving.

pata de cabra
PATA de Cabra: f. bar or Jimmy's iron one end shaped similar to the hoof of this animal, and that serves to force doors
and locks when keys have been lost. Synonym: Palenqueta.

pata de gallo
The " 34 houndstooth; It is a small wrinkle formed by three grooves that give similar to a Crow's feet, and that Mons
appearing in the corner of the eye of some people.

pata de ganso
Name given to the internal region of the leg where the three known as Sartorius, the straight internal and
semitendinosus muscles are inserted.

patacon venezolano
Patacón: m.  Piece of green plantain that is fried, flattened with a table called pataconera, and then flattened is FRY.
The patacón like in Venezuela, Colombia and other South American countries.

pataconera
Pataconera: f. kitchen utensil consisting of two set pieces of wood, which is used in Colombia to crush patacones.

patacón
Patacón: m. In colombia, piece of green bananas that are fried, is crushed with a table called pataconera and after
crushed is FRY.

patadita
Kick: diminutive of kick.

pataleta
Tantrum: f. 1 - fit, convulsion, nervous breakdown. 2 anger violent and little lasting usually produced by something
unimportant.

patas en el suelo
It could be a colloquial expression to indicate that someone is barefoot: " that child likes to be with the feet on the
ground!  "

patetico
pathetic is incorrectly written and it should be written as "pathetic" being its meaning:<br>Pathetic, ca: Conmomedor,
exciting.

patillalero
Patillalero and patillalera: person born in the village of Patillal, Cesar in Colombia.



patillazo
The juice of PIN, according to the proclamation of informal vendors that distribute it, is a patillazo, i.e., a huge, delicious
and nutritious juice. Thus promoted it in his opening address: " took the patillazo!  ".

patillazo
Patillazo: ( def. 41-2;  Once as a PIN.

patillero
Patillero ( 41 ra;: person who is dedicated to the cultivation of PIN.

patillero
Patillero ( 41 ra;: person who sells PIN.

patinadora
A woman who is dedicated to skating.

patinar el coco
When you say someone is "skating the coconut" it means it's out of the mind.

patineta
Skateboard: ( s.f.  ) Table of wood, plastic or any other material, light and resistant, equipped with wheels on its bottom,
which serves as a game for children; to move it should climb over and giving impetus, moving forward while keeping the
balance.

patinódromo
The skating rink is the track used for the practice of skating.

patio bonito
Patio Nice is the name of a neighborhood located in the locality of Kennedy, in Bogotá, Colombia.

patio de comidas
In the large shopping centres food court is the salon where are restaurants, cafés, piqueteaderos, etc.

patota
In Colombia: F. group, Assembly of people of the same family that includes children and adults: "Yesterday I was visiting
my mom, with all the gang 34 House;.

patrol
Patrol: 1- It is an English word that in Spanish translates: patrol.   2- The Nissan Patrol was an off-road car equipped
with four-wheel drive, manufactured by the Japanese automotive company Nissan. 

patrolizar
patrolizar is incorrectly written and should be written as petrolizar being its meaning: bathing or cleaning anything with oil



or any of its derivatives, is especially used when referring to washing and degreasing of the bottom and the motor of a
ve hiculo.

patrulla canina
It is a patrol of the State Police in the United States of America (USA), whose members operate accompanied by trained
dogs. 

patrulla fronteriza
The U.S. Border Patrol  S.  Border Patrol) is a police patrol in charge of surveillance in the border area, especially on the
border between the United States and Mexico. 

paty
Paty (or also Pati), is the affectionate way to call or refer to Patricia.

paulatinamente
Gradually it is correctly written and is not an adjective; It is an adverb in mind, also called adverb of manner, which
means: slowly, slowly.

paulista
1- Gentile of people born in the State of Sao Paulo in Brazil.    2- Gabriel Paulista is the pseudonym of Spanish-Brazilian
footballer Gabriel Armando de Abreu. 

pause
Pause , is a word enters that in Spanish is translated : pause .

pava
In Venezuela, a "Kettle" is a girl, a pretty woman.

pavada
Lovey-dovey: ( f.  ) Done or said has no sense or grace. It is something like nonsense, rubbish, huevonada.

pavlovic
Pavlovic is a surname that has its origin in the former Yugoslavia.  Some unsuspecting Internet user might think that this
surname is related to the proper name of Spanish origin Pablo; That is clearly not the case. 

payanés
Payanés (and payanesa) .     Person born in the city of Popayán, in the department of Cauca in Colombia. 

payasa
Clown and clown: circus artist, usually makeup and dressed in a colorful way that makes funny or grotesque gestures
and tells jokes or says things to have fun and make the audience laugh.

payola



The term " 34 payola; It is widely used in the field of radio and music; It is a word that is derived from the English
expression " pay for play "   ( pay for ) sound, is an economic requirement making director or a radio programmer to a
singer or musician to include their songs in the musical programming of the station. The practice of paying payolas
originates in the need of a singer or musician that their songs sound on the radio, for this way to get obtain knowledge
and important contracts.

payolero
In the radio medium, the programmer or director of the station who is dedicated to collecting payolas is called "payolero".

paz de crépy
Peace of Crépy was the name given to the Treaty signed by Emperor Carlos I of Spain and Francisco I de France in
1544, which will put an end to rivalry between the two big monarchies. This peace was imposed due to the alarming
progress of Protestantism.

página web, sitio web
A web page ( 41 Internet page; is an electronic document adapted to the web, usually a web page form part of a web
site, which means that web page is not the same as web site. If we compare it with a book, the web site would be the
entire book, and a web page would be a chapter of that book, or each of the different pages of the same. In many
commercials say: "Visit our web site...  ". Should better say: "Visit our web site... and then click on the link or link...  "

páginas amarillas
It is a telephone book in which the telephone numbers, address and other data of professionals, companies and
commercial establishments in general appear.  With the advent of mobile telephony and the Internet, the telephone
directory of white and yellow pages has been practically deprecated. 

pájara
Astute woman.

pájara
Pájara: ( f.  ) Female bird.

párkinson
Parkinson's is a chronic disease; a type of disorder of the movement that cause tremor, stiffness and slowness of
movements in the person that it suffers from.

pc
A PC is a personal computer. Synonyms: Computer, computer, computer, processor, desktop computer, desktop
computer. In English: personal computer.

pda
P.D.A.: English, Personal Digital Assistant, which in Spanish means Digital Personal Assistant, is a small computer in
hand with functions similar to the one conventional, that can also be used as electronic calendar. Synonym: Pocket
computer.



pear
PEAR: Word English that in Spanish is translated pear.

peatones
Pedestrians: Plural of pedestrian, who walk along a thoroughfare.

pecas
Freckles are small round and brown spots that appear in some parts of the human body, especially on the face.

pechi
Pechi : 1- Prefix that comes from the chest .   2- Pechito apocope .   3- Pechichón and pechichona apopopocon.   4-
Affectionate way to pamper the bride, wife or sentimental companion.

pechichar
Pechichar: vb. In some regions of Colombia, pamper, indulge, especially parents to their young children. Although also
applies to the mutual care between the groom and the bride or the bridegroom and his wife.

pechichar
Pechichar: vb. In some regions of Colombia, pamper, indulge, especially parents to their children. Although also applies
to the mutual care between the bride and the groom or the wife and his wife.

pechichón
Pechichon, na: adj. On the Colombian coast, pampered, consented.

pechocha
Pechocha: f. Preciosa. Example: "You're my thing pechocha "    ( colloquial ).

pechos voluptuoso
VOLUPTUOUS breasts should be written.  Breasts able to stimulate, incite or meet the pleasures of the senses, breasts
able to excite or enjoy sensuously.

pechugona
A busty woman is that woman who has large breasts.

pecos
The Pecos, was a Spanish musical duo who basically played ballads. Among his best-known songs are " Hope " and "
Lying for two ".

pedacito
A bit is a part or very small portion of something.

pedacito
Bit: Diminutive of piece.



pedalazo
Pedal.     ( s .   M.  )  .      1- Hit given with a pedal.   2- Quick pedaling to start the bike. 

pedalista
Pedalista: A person that you riding a bike.  Synonym: cyclist.

pedazón
Pedazon: Augmentative of piece. Antonym: bit.

pedicure
Pedicure: (Latin word ) Care of the feet and nails of these and embellishment.

pedidor
Pedidor, best petitioner and petitioner: person who asks or who officially requested anything.

pedigree
Pedigree, is an English word that has been Castilianized as pedigree.   1- Origin or genealogy of some animals,
especially the horse and the dog.   2- Document of certification of the breed or origin of some animals, especially those
mentioned above.   3- Pedigree is the name of an American brand of dog food. 

pedigueño
pedigueno is incorrectly written, and should be written as "spongers" being its meaning:<br>Supplicants, ( na ): asking
frequently and manara insisting anything.

pedir cacao
Ask for cocoa, is an expression of the colloquial language, which means in Venezuela: 1 - ask for forgiveness.  2. to
request assistance.  In Colombia: Ask someone a second chance after having committed more or less serious
misconduct that was marginalized, separated or dismissed some process or something else, for example, of the
employment.

pedir canoa
It is a colloquial expression that means: ask someone a second chance after having committed more or less serious
misconduct that was marginalized or dismissed some process or something else, for example, of the employment.

pedir la mano
Propose the boyfriend to parents of the bride that granted it as such, i.e. as a girlfriend or fiancée.

pedracero
1- Pedracero (and pedracera).   Person born in the municipality of Pedraza, in the department of Magdalena in
Colombia.    2- Belonging or relating to this municipality. 

pedrada
Pedrada.     ( female noun )   Hit hit with a stone. 



pedro pérez
Pedro Pérez, name used symbolically when you want to refer to something where there is mention to someone who is
not known or not to say his name.

pegador
Puncher, often use this word to refer to a boxer. Synonym: Boxer.

pegana
A banana pegana is the one forming the union of two capsule ( 41-2; bananas in one.

pegao
Be " pegao " It is to be without silver, be in the pot, be leading '' or.

pegarle al gordo
Guess the number of lottery jackpot.   (Colloquial expression ).

pegarse al parche
It is a colloquial expression used in some regions of Colombia, means: joining a particular group of people, usually good
friends, sharing, dialogue, etc.

pegarse un jabón
In Argentina, to stick a soap, is to be scared. 

pegarse unos palos
This expression in Venezuela means: take a few drinks.  They also use "paste sticks".

pela-gatos
Pela-Gatos is incorrectly written and should be written as " pelagatos " being its meaning: < /br >Pelagatos: Insignificant
and mediocre person.

pelada
In the colloquial language a pelada is a girl, a beautiful girl.

peladas
Pelada Plurar. In Colombia, a bare is a girl, a teenager.

peladas
Plural of pelada. In Colombia a pelada is a girl, a teenager.

peladera
The word "peladera" refers to the condition in which there is shortage of money, mainly.



peladita
Peladita , is the diminutive of peeled .  In the case of peladita, it is applied to a girl, a little girl. 

peladito
The adjective " peladito " It was used by Mario Moreno ( Cantinflas ) to refer or call their friends. Example: " what bring
you, underdog?  "

peladito
Underdog: ( 41 colloquial language; Child, little boy.

pelagico
Pelagic, ca: (Geol.  ) It is said be of sediments that are supposed to be formed by deposits in the deep waters of the
ancient seas.

pelaíto
Pelaito ( and 41 pelaíta; in colloquial language, child and toddler.

pelangón
In the Colombian Caribbean coast, a pelangon is a pelao, a little boy.

pelao
In Colombia and elsewhere in South America a pelao is a boy, a teenager.

pelao roto
In Colombia, in the colloquial language, it says " broken pelao " that everyone be as emos and the gomelos, use
earrings, piencings, outlandish haircuts, and therefore presents an appearance and a series of strange behavior.

pelar bolas
It is a colloquial expression widely used in Venezuela, means: to run out of money, to be without economic resources, to
be in the pot.

pelayero
Pelayero and pelayera: person born in the municipality of San Pelayo, in the Department of Cordoba in Colombia.

pelayo
San Pelayo is a municipality of the Department of Cordoba in Colombia, located at 35 kilometers of Monteria, the capital
of the Department. Main activities economic: agriculture, livestock, fishing.

pelá
Pelá : ( plural pelás ) Apocope of pelada .  In colloquial language, she is a girl, a teenager. 

peldón
Peldon, is the way as the Puerto Ricans pronounce the word forgiveness.



peleadera
Camorra, fight, repeated pendency. 

peletero
Furrier ( ra ) .     Person who has by trade to work on thin skins, and who also markets them. 

pelé
"Pelé ": Apelativo with which the Brazilian second known Edson Arantes Do Nascimento, who became famous after his
participation with the soccer team of his country in the Mexico World Cup in 1970.

peligrosísimo
Extremely dangerous: adj.  Very dangerous, extremely dangerous.

pellín
Pellin Rodríguez: 1 - Puerto Rican singer born in the city of Santurce; It was part of the musical group El Gran Combo
de Puerto Rico. 2-pellín: affectionate treatment that Pedro is given to the male proper name. Variant of Pello.

pelopio
Pelopio: m.   (Quim.  )  Very rare, similar to niobium and tantalum, metal that accompanies certain minerals.

pelosi
Pelosi is a surname of Italian origin. 

pelota
In Colombia the ball term is used to refer to the testicle: Camilo was playing football and they gave him a balonazo in the
balls.

pelota valenciana
Pelota valenciana is a traditional sport in Valencia (Spain).  This sport is practiced in several countries around the world. 

pelotas
Balls: City of Brazil, in the State Rio Grande do Sul, close to the Laguna dos Patos. 195,000 inhabitants.  Port. Rice,
canned meat. Communications Center.

peloteros
Hairmen : Plural of ballkeeper .   1- A ballplayer is a baseball player.    2- Hairmaker (and pelotera), is the person who is
dedicated to making balls and balls for the practice of the different sports.

pelotón
Squad: m. augmentative of ball

pelú
Pelu: Apocope of hairy.  Also used in colloquial language the word "hairdressing" as a synonym for "human" or "hairy".



penal del futbol
criminal soccer is incorrectly written and it should be written as "criminal shooting in football" being its meaning:<br>In
football, criminal, penal or penalty throw is a lack that is sanctioned by the central referee of the match when a violation
occurs or failure within the large area of the team that defends itself at that time. The penalty kick is charged from the
white point to twelve steps from the goal, and only the goalkeeper of the defending team between the collector of the
penalty and the goal.

penal del futbol
criminal soccer is incorrectly written and it should be written as "criminal shooting in football" being its meaning:<br>In
football, the criminal, penal or penalty shot is a foul that is sanctioned by the referee of the match when a violation within
the large area of the team that defends itself at that time. The criminal shot is charged from the white point to twelve
steps from the goal, and only the goalkeeper of the defending team between the collector of the penalty and the goal.

penalista
A criminal lawyer is an attorney specializing in criminal law.

pencazo
Pencazo: In Colombia, given with a stalk, whip, whip whip, strap, cummerbund, etc. Synonyms: lash, fuetazo, correazo,
fajonazo.

pendejada
Maricada, huevonada.

peneano
Penile, na: relative to the penis. Examples: erection, penile, penis, urethral penile stimulation.

penetrante
Penetrating: 1- That penetrates into the depths of something.   2- That penetrates a lot in a body. 

penita
Peñita: Diminutive of penalty.


